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BRANE Clust: Cluster-Assisted Gene Regulatory Network Inference Refinement

Aurélie Pirayre, Camille Couprie, Laurent Duval, and Jean-Christophe Pesquet

Abstract—Discovering meaningful gene interactions is crucial for the identification of novel regulatory processes in cells. Building accurately the related graphs remains challenging due to the large number of possible solutions from available data. Nonetheless, enforcing a priori on the graph structure, such as modularity, may reduce network indeterminacy issues. BRANE Clust (Biologically-Related A priori Network Enhancement with Clustering) refines gene regulatory network (GRN) inference thanks to cluster information. It works as a post-processing tool for inference methods (i.e. CLR, GENIE3). In BRANE Clust, the clustering is based on the inversion of a system of linear equations involving a graph-Laplacian matrix promoting a modular structure. Our approach is validated on DREAM4 and DREAM5 datasets with objective measures, showing significant comparative improvements. We provide additional insights on the discovery of novel regulatory or co-expressed links in the inferred Escherichia coli network evaluated using the STRING database. The comparative pertinence of clustering is discussed computationally (SIMoNe, WGCNA, X-means) and biologically (RegulonDB). BRANE Clust software is available at: http://www-syscom.univ-mlv.fr/~pirayre/B4046F076AT42S/Codes-GRN-BRANE-clust.html

Index Terms—Gene Regulatory Network, Clustering, Combinatorial optimization, Transcriptomic data, DREAM Challenge

1 INTRODUCTION

The discovery of novel gene regulatory processes improves the understanding of cell phenotypic responses to external stimuli for many biological applications, such as medicine, environment or biotechnologies. To this purpose, transcriptomic data are generated and analyzed from microarrays or more recently RNAseq experiments. For each gene of a studied organism placed in different living conditions, they consist in a sequence of genetic expression levels. From these data, gene regulation mechanisms can be recovered by revealing topological links encoded in geometric graphs. Graphs and their generalizations [1] have long proved useful structures to model biological processes and to provide bioinformatics tools for data integration [2], querying [3] or Topologically Associating Domain identification [4].

1.1 Related works

In regulatory graphs, nodes correspond to genes. A link between two nodes is identified if a regulation relationship exists between the two corresponding genes. Such networks are called Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs). Their construction as well as their analysis remain challenging despite the large number of available inference methods [5], [6], [7], [8]. Metric- or model-based are the principal approaches to infer a GRN. This first one (metric-based) roots on the computation of statistical measures reflecting the similarity or the dependence between pairwise gene expression profiles. Mutual information is the most common metric: Relevance Network [9], CLR [10], MINET [11] or ARACNE [12]. The second one relies on different models. Differential equations are used on time-course data [13]. Graphical models (GM), such as (probabilistic) Boolean or Bayesian networks, are particularly well investigated [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. For instance, they estimate the covariance matrix, directly providing the GRN from its inverse [19]. Integrating additional knowledge on miRNAs, authors in [20] determine both transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulations through dynamic Bayesian network. In the recent work of [21], authors developed the RegNetwork tool to provide GRNs by combining knowledge from various databases such as TRED, KEGG or TFBS, for instance. GENIE3 uses random forests to solve a set of regression problems [22]. Methods that provide a complete weighted network require a selection of
meaningful relationships between genes (GRN), ideally relevant to biological interpretation. This is classically done by removing edges whose weights are lower than an arbitrary value. However, due to the very limited length of expression signals with respect to the number of genes, satisfactory results are difficult to obtain. Incorporating a priori in GRN estimation leads to more reliable and interpretable results. For instance, [23] uses both node and edge information: genes coding for transcription factors (TFs) and co-regulatory relationships.

Network construction is often decoupled from further analysis, including module detection as in WGCNA [24]. However, one can benefit from the incorporation of modular structures at earlier stages of GRN inference. Thus, compounding inference and clustering more directly can better take network topology into account [25]. To the best of our knowledge, only very few methods perform joint clustering and graph inference. They often rely on graphical models to improve the network inference task. While authors in [26] propose a penalization integrating a latent structure, [14] uses a module learning procedure, based on the Expectation-Maximization algorithm, to deal with a probabilistic graphical model. This procedure is improved in [27] using an ensemble of possible statistical models. Authors in [28] infer regulatory programs probabilistically constrained to reveal a modular organization of the underlying regulatory network.

Despite combining inference and clustering in interesting frameworks, the scarce ratio between observations (experimental conditions and replicates) and variables of interest (genes) in real data generally enfeebles their probabilistic model usage.

1.2 Our contributions

Contributions are threefold, on GRN refinement formulation, resolution and validation.

Formulation BRANE Clust embeds soft-clustering toward network inference refinement. Allowing cluster fusion, it generalizes [29], limited to one cluster per TF. A combinatorial optimization approach primarily generates a topology from a complete weighted graph, and segments genes into clusters. The chosen energy to be minimized constitutes a significant refinement of the one used in [23].

Resolution A fast alternating optimization method achieves joint inference and clustering. The optimal binary variables on the edges define the graph structure. They are obtained via an explicit solution. Optimal clustering defined by variables on nodes is computed by the random walker algorithm.

Validation Extensive experiments are performed on eight networks of diverse types and sizes (DREAM4 and DREAM5). Inference and clustering pertinence are discussed. Computational comparisons with CLR, GENIE3, SIMoNe, WGCNA, X-means are led, and parameter sensitivity is analyzed. Biological interpretation on the Escherichia coli (E. coli) network and the estimated gene clusters is carried out respectively with STRING and RegulonDB databases.

Section 2 expresses classical edge selection as an optimization problem and its cluster-assisted refinement. Hard-clustering [29] is recalled and its generalization (soft-clustering) is then detailed as well as the proposed computational strategy. BRANE Clust (hard and soft) is evaluated and discussed in Section 3, followed by a conclusion in Section 4.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 GRN extraction as edge selection optimization

A graph structure may represent gene regulation from expression data. Let $G(V, E; \omega)$ be a fully connected undirected, weighted graph. The set of gene indices is $V = \{1, \ldots, G\}$. The set of nodes (corresponding to genes) is $V = \{v_1, \ldots, v_G\}$. The set of edges $E$ has cardinality $n = G(G - 1)/2$, and $\omega$ denotes edge weights.

Weight $\omega_{i,j}$ is assigned to each edge $e_{i,j}$, $(i,j) \in V^2$. It reflects the level of interaction between genes $i$ and $j$. Microarray or RNA-seq experiments produce gene expression profiles. They yield graph weights, using for instance CLR or GENIE3. A GRN is classically extracted from $G$ by removing edges whose weights are lower than a threshold $\lambda$. Elaborating on [23], this graph thresholding step is formalized with a binary labeling $x_{i,j}$ of edges $e_{i,j}$ as:

$$\maximize_{x \in \{0,1\}^n} \sum_{(i,j) \in V^2} \omega_{i,j} x_{i,j} + \lambda(1 - x_{i,j}). \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

In (1), the first term alone would select all edges. The second term restricts this selection to those with weights larger than $\lambda$. The optimal labeling is given by the explicit solution:

$$\forall (i, j) \in V^2, \quad x^*_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \omega_{i,j} > \lambda, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Binary labels define edge presence indicators by setting $x_{i,j}$ to 1 if the edge $e_{i,j}$ is in the final graph $G^*$ and 0 otherwise.
Lowering \( \lambda \) increases the potential of recovering known gene interactions. However, unassisted threshold selection may unveil an excessive number of false positives in the GRN. We thus integrate a clustering step in the graph thresholding formulation to refine the GRN toward an increased reliability. We now unfold and generalize the cluster-assisted approach proposed in [29].

2.2 Cluster-assisted graph inference

Relying on sound gene clustering, one can better control a modular graph structure. We consider TF-centric modules as groups of genes arranged around transcription factors. This additional knowledge is used for prediction, as TF-centric modules favor the detection of new target genes.

We thus integrate a clustering step into (1). It promotes the presence of edges linking nodes belonging to the same cluster. We want to design a cost function so as to impact weights in (1) as follows. If nodes \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) belong to:

- the same cluster, weights remain unchanged,
- distinct clusters, weights are reduced.

Let \( y \in \mathbb{N}^G \) denote a node cluster labeling vector. Let \( \mathbb{I}(\cdot) \) denote the characteristic function equal to 1 if its argument is verified and 0 otherwise. A parameter \( \beta > 1 \) is used to control the clustering. An instance of cost function is:

\[
    f(y_i, y_j) = \frac{\beta - \mathbb{I}(y_i \neq y_j)}{\beta}.
\]

If nodes belong to the same cluster, \( f(y_i, y_j) = 1 \) independently of \( \beta \). If nodes belong to different clusters, \( f(y_i, y_j) \) may vary from 0 for low \( \beta \) to 1 for high \( \beta \), thus emulating standard thresholding. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of the clustering in the inference process.

We assume given \( T \) central nodes, for instance gene hubs [25]. We choose them here as the list of genes known to code for TFs, \( T = \{v_1, \ldots, v_T\} \), indexed by the set \( \mathbb{T} = \{1, \ldots, T\} \).

We now present two cluster-assisted approaches to improve network inference, based on hard- and soft-clustering, the second encompassing the first.

2.2.1 Hard-clustering

We firstly propose a modular structure tightened by a unique and distinct TF per cluster. We elaborate the edge problem (1) into a node-and-edge optimization:

\[
    \text{maximize} \quad \sum_{y \in \mathbb{N}^G} \sum_{(i,j) \in \mathcal{V}^2} f(y_i, y_j)\omega_{i,j}x_{i,j} + \lambda(1 - x_{i,j}) \\
    \text{subject to} \quad y_i = i, \quad \forall i \in \mathbb{T}.
\]

In this case, the GRN inference is assisted by hard-clustering; the constraint on the labeling \( y \) is enforced exactly. Indeed, the proposed constraint is equivalent to pre-labeling TFs and to assigning labels to non-transcription factors (TFs). In the graph, the linkage of TFs (belonging to cluster \( i \)) to the corresponding TF \( v_i \) is fostered. Here, the number of clusters is set to \( T \) in an ad hoc manner and admits a closed form solution [29].

2.2.2 Soft-clustering

While (4) yields good results on simulated data, it can be softened to better mimic biological scenarios. A possible generalization is

\[
    \text{maximize} \quad \sum_{y \in \mathbb{N}^G} \sum_{(i,j) \in \mathcal{V}^2} f(y_i, y_j)\omega_{i,j}x_{i,j} + \lambda(1 - x_{i,j}) \\
    \quad + \sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}, j \in \mathbb{T}} \mu_{i,j}\mathbb{I}(y_i = j) .
\]

Set \( \mu_{i,j} = \alpha \) when \( i = j \) and zero elsewhere. Letting \( \alpha \to \infty \) recovers the hard-clustering solution (4).

With \( \alpha \) finite, complementing \( \mu_{i,j} \) weights for \( i \neq j \) promote the merging of TF-centric clusters. Fusion is driven by strong-enough relations between TF \( j \) and any gene \( i \). A level \( \tau \in [0, 1] \) conditions the merging criterion defined by \( \mathbb{I}(\omega_{i,j} > \tau) \). It is weighted differentially with the nature of gene \( i \). When \( i \in \mathbb{T} \), a large \( \alpha \) factor promotes TF-centric modules. When \( i \notin \mathbb{T} \), the TF-TF interaction is simply weighted by \( \omega_{i,j} \), to preserve an influence of potentially undiscovered TFs. Consequently, we set:

\[
    \mu_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
    \alpha, & \text{if } i = j , \\
    \alpha \mathbb{I}(\omega_{i,j} > \tau) & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } i \in \mathbb{T}, \\
    \omega_{i,j} \mathbb{I}(\omega_{i,j} > \tau) & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } i \notin \mathbb{T} .
\end{cases}
\]

Intuitively, cluster merging depends on strong-enough TF-gene relations. We subsequently fix \( \alpha \) to their cardinality:

\[
    \alpha = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}, j \in \mathbb{T}} \mathbb{I}(\omega_{i,j} > \tau),
\]

which is consistent with the order of magnitude optimal parameters obtained experimentally.

We now describe the optimization strategy for soft-cluster-assisted graph inference.

2.3 Optimization strategy

Problem (5) can be split into two sub-problems. Soft-cluster-assisted inference is then solved through an alternating optimization scheme. At fixed \( y \) and variable \( x \), Problem (5) becomes:

\[
    \text{maximize} \quad \sum_{y \in \{0,1\}^n} \sum_{(i,j) \in \mathcal{V}^2} f(y_i, y_j)\omega_{i,j}x_{i,j} + \lambda(1 - x_{i,j}) .
\]
Merging is also possible for weighted edges between two TFs, illustrated with the graph structure of Figure 2. As soft-clustering, the optimization of Problem (10) is re-expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Problem (10) is re-expressed as:} \\
&\text{minimize} \quad \sum_{i,j} \frac{\omega_{i,j} x_{i,j}}{\beta} \mathbb{1}(y_i \neq y_j) \\
&\quad + \sum \mu_{i,j} \mathbb{1}(y_i \neq j). 
\end{align*}
\]

Unfortunately, the cost function in (10) is NP-hard. It can be harnessed with random walker algorithm. Cluster labels are obtained by relaxing simpler binary sub-problems. Binary label values relaxed in \([0,1]\) are interpreted as probabilities. Maximally probable outcomes finally yield optimal cluster labeling.

We seek clusters attached to TFs. This label restriction to \(\mathbb{T}\) is tackled by defining the set \(\{s^{(1)}, \ldots, s^{(T)}\}\), with \(T\) binary vectors of length \(T\). To emulate the second term in (10), their components are set to \(s_i^{(t)} = 1\) and \(s_j^{(t)} = 0\) if \(j \neq t\). Let \(\mathbb{Y} = \{y^{(1)}, \ldots, y^{(T)}\}\) be a set of \(T\) vectors. For all \(t \in \mathbb{T}\), \(y^{(t)} \in [0,1]^G\) contains the probabilities for nodes to be assigned to cluster \(t\).
An approximate solution to Problem (5) yields the GRN after few iterations of alternating optimization between (8) and (11), less than 20 with our datasets.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We first explain the evaluation and comparison methodologies. We then provide extensive numerical results, present a thorough interpretation on E. coli and discuss issues on inference and clustering.

3.1 Overall evaluation methodology

3.1.1 Metrics and methods

BRANE Clust is evaluated by comparing inferred networks to reference ones on several in-silico and real microarray datasets from DREAM4 [5] and DREAM5 [6] challenges. Evaluations are based on the computation of Precision (P) and Recall (R) measures. Their computation can be performed in different fashions. DREAM4 or DREAM5 estimate them based on weight ranking on complete graphs. This cannot be used in in-silico BRANE Clust is evaluated by comparing inferred networks. A perfect knowledge of TFs networks. A perfect knowledge of TFs partial knowledge of TFs is an incentive for lower levels. The latter ones tend to redeem lower weights, affected by experimental biases and variability. Therefore, τ is set to either 0.8 (in-silico datasets) or 0.3 (real datasets). Satisfactory trade-offs are obtained with the same parameter setting for all experiments, whatever the data (size, weights, number of TFs) and the methods. Clustering influence on the inference is controlled by $\beta = 2$. The impact of $\tau$ and $\beta$ variations on inference is assessed by a sensitivity analysis.

In practice, the moderate value of $\beta = 2$ is an efficient initial choice. Finally, a suitable range for $\tau$ resides around the central inter-quartile range. In other words, $\tau$ values close to 0 or 1 would disfavor either clustering or inference, unbalancing the performance of BRANE Clust. Globally from novel data, the order of magnitude of $\tau$ could be determined first by setting $\beta = 2$, then marginal improvements can be obtained by adjustment from this starting point.

3.2 Numerical results

3.2.1 Results on DREAM4

The DREAM4 multifactorial challenge [5] is composed of five datasets, corresponding to simulated gene expression data. Each dataset is composed of 100 genes simulated in 100 conditions. The validation procedure uses the reference graph for each network. We first compute the classical thresholding reference on CLR and GENIE3 weights (T-CLR and T-GENIE3). We then refine these results with BRANE Cut and BRANE Clust (hard and soft). Table 1 gathers corresponding AUPR and gains. It demonstrates the advantage of BRANE Clust over both classical thresholding and BRANE Cut, and of the soft over the hard version.

Initialized either with CLR or GENIE3 weights, BRANE Clust (soft) ameliorates simple threshold results (Table 1). An improvement is observed over the five networks: about 12% using CLR and 13% with GENIE3. Best results are obtained on Network 2, with gains of about 23% (CLR) and 21% (GENIE3). Improvement is higher for networks with low Recall and high Precision. They are often composed of a relatively low number of edges (less than 250). Comparisons with BRANE Cut demonstrate the advantage of the clustered gene groups a priori over a mere co-regulation. BRANE Clust (soft) gains are greater in percentage points by 1.2 p.p. and 4.4 p.p. on CLR and GENIE3, respectively. In addition, soft version provides more favorable results than hard version of BRANE Clust with average gains of 0.2 p.p.
Figure 2. Graph built to perform (a) hard- and (b) soft-clustering. We define as many markers as TFs (gray nodes), labeled with TF indices. In the hard-clustering case, optimization constrains all node labels $y$ to be equal to one of the markers. For soft-clustering, thanks to weights $\mu_{i,j}$, two clusters are merged if their respective TFs have strong weights. Legend-box $\alpha$ parameter for soft-clustering refers to (7).

Figure 3. Graph-based clustering using a decoupling strategy for hard-clustering. The principle is similar for soft-clustering. Gray nodes represent TFs nodes. The $T$-label problem is decomposed into $T$ binary sub-problems by setting the component $t$ of marker labels $s_t(t), t \in T$, to one and the others to zero. Each sub-problem $t$ leads to a probability for each node. The final node clustering corresponds to the label whose probability amidst the $T$ sub-problems is maximal.

and 2.3 p.p. on CLR and GENIE3, respectively. In the general case, BRANE Clust (soft) provides networks with better predictability, leading to a more reliable interpretation.

### 3.2.2 Sensitivity analysis

BRANE Clust soft parameters $\beta$ and $\tau$ are fixed in all our validations according to Section 3.1.2. However, they could affect inference results. A sensitivity analysis, based on a grid-search strategy, evaluates their impact. The parameter $\tau$ controlling cluster fusion varies between 0.1 and 0.9 with a 0.1 step. The $\beta$ parameter controlling clustering influence in the inference varies between 1.1 and 2 with a 0.1 step, and between 2 and 5 with a unit step. AUPR for each couple of parameters are computed and results are compiled in Figure 4. For each $\tau$, we report the average AUPR and its standard deviation over $\beta$. Globally, on the five networks and with both CLR and GENIE3 weights, we observe that, except for only few cases, the average AUPR is significantly higher than the reference (T-CLR and T-GENIE3, Section 2.1). Although the variability over $\beta$ often increases with $\tau$, higher $\tau$ yield significantly better AUPR. The increase in $\beta$ variability with $\tau$ may be explained by the selectivity of cluster merging. Low $\tau$ levels significantly trigger cluster fusion. The reduction in the number of labels diminishes the impact of $\beta$. 
Figure 4. Grid-search-based sensitivity analysis of parameters $\beta$ and $\tau$. For each $\tau$, results are given in terms of average AUPR and standard deviation over $\beta$. 
3.2.3 Results on DREAM5

Gene/condition and TF/gene ratios for DREAM4 networks do not reflect real datasets properties. A second evaluation is therefore performed on DREAM5, containing more realistic data. This challenge [6] is composed of four networks. Three networks only (1, 3 and 4) present an associated ground truth. The synthetic dataset 1 is composed of 1643 genes (195 TFs) and 805 conditions. The two others (3 and 4) come from real data: Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, respectively. The E. coli dataset contains 805 conditions for 4511 genes (334 TFs). The S. cerevisiae dataset encompasses 5950 genes (333 TFs) and 536 conditions. AUPR for these networks are given in Table 2 with the corresponding curves in Figure 5.

The timeliness of the AUPR for both CLR and GENIE3 on Network 4 impedes a relevant interpretation of gains using BRANE Clust. Results on Network 1 show small refinement on CLR but a 15% improvement on GENIE3 weights. Improvements on real Escherichia coli experiments (Network 3) are higher for CLR, with a gain of about 6%. The gain using GENIE3 weights is close to 10%. The best improvements dwell within different parts of the PR curves: high precisions for simulated data, intermediate precisions for real data.

Table 2 also presents comparisons with previous network thresholding post-processing, BRANE Cut and BRANE Clust (hard). Results on Network 1 show the highest improvement with BRANE Clust (hard) on CLR and with BRANE Clust (hard and soft) on GENIE3. Moreover, on real data (E. coli), we found that BRANE Clust (soft) offers better results. On Network 3, comparisons with BRANE Cut show that BRANE Clust (soft) gains are greater by 2.7 p.p. and 7.7 p.p. on CLR and GENIE3, respectively. As expected, the limitation to one TF per cluster in BRANE Clust (hard) may be harmful on real data. BRANE Clust (soft) provides gains greater by 34 p.p. (CLR) and 31.3 p.p. (GENIE3) compared to BRANE Clust (hard). While the interest of gene cluster merging may be discussed on simulated data, its advantage on real data is demonstrated by significant gains on objective measures for the E. coli network.
Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 5, performance of BRANE Clust can become quite competitive with respect to classical thresholding. This observation specifically makes sense for extreme $\lambda$ values. Indeed, when $\lambda$ is high (low Recall and high Precision), the final network is critically sparse, yielding to a negligible influence of the clustering in the inferred network. Conversely, when $\lambda$ is low (high Recall and low Precision), a parameter of $\beta = 2$ seems insufficient to overcome the poor power of selection. Decreasing this parameter could improve results. However, such too sparse (or too dense) graphs are not informative due to their scarce (or plentiful) number of edges and are not inferred in practice.

### 3.2.4 Complexity

Even for large-sized networks, BRANE Clust running times remain negligible with respect to weights computation. Networks of size 100 are obtained in few milliseconds while networks composed of 1000 to 5000 nodes are inferred in 1 s to 15 s. Running times are obtained using an Intel i7-3740QM @ 2.70GHz / 8 Gb RAM and Matlab 2011b. The costlier step is the random walker computation. Since the linear system is sparse, implementations with conjugate gradient drastically reduce the complexity, of at most $O(G^3)$, where $G$ is the number of nodes.

### 3.3 Inference and insights on predictions

From a biological view point, network inference methods should be evaluated in terms of reliability and predictive power as well. Hence, in addition to numerical performance (AUPR), we analyze the specific additional information acquired by BRANE Clust on real data. For this purpose, we used GENIE3 weights from the third DREAM5 dataset, a compendium of transcriptomic data from *Escherichia coli*. The BRANE Clust network with the best compromise in size and improvement is composed of 236 edges. We compare it to the equally-sized T-GENIE3 network, against the validation.

BRANE Clust infers more true edges than T-GENIE3: 106 compared to 92 (Precision of 45% vs. 39%). Amidst 43 edges specific to BRANE Clust, 18 are known to be true links, while only 4 are correctly inferred by T-GENIE3 alone. We are interested in the predictive power of our inference. We thus assess the biological interpretation of the remaining specific 25 novel interactions given by BRANE Clust. We use the STRING database [33]. It contains both known and predicted protein-protein interactions (direct or indirect) from 2031 organisms. Interactions are derived from five main sources: genomic context predictions, high-throughput experiments, (conserved) co-expression, automated textmining and previous knowledge in databases. Several criteria address evidence suggesting a functional link: co-occurrence across genomes (Co-O), co-expression (Co-E), co-mentioned in PubMed abstracts (Co-M), neighborhood in the genome (N), gene fusion, experimental and biochemical data and association in curated databases. A combination of their probabilities, corrected from the chance of randomly observing an interaction, leads to a combined score (CS) per link [34]. Table 3 summarizes significant CS and their associated criteria (Co-O, Co-E, Co-M and N).

In addition to quasi-surely well-predicted links, some predicted edges make more sense in terms of grouping targets than in terms of regulatory links. For example, predicted targets for TF *cbl* are *yciW, cysD, cysM, cysA, cysI*. Although links between these genes and the TF *cbl* are not confirmed, genes *cysD, cysM, cysA, cysI* are known to belong to the same operon. In addition, links *yciW-cysD, yciW-cysA* and *yciW-cysI* show a CS of 0.975, 0.897 and 0.946 respectively in the STRING database. Despite a non significant CS for *fis-rpsF* and *allS-gcl*, these two links remain interesting. Indeed, in addition to high CS for *rpsF-rpsI* (0.999) and *allS-allA* (0.808), STRING database also reveals high scores for *fis-rpsI* (0.872) and *allA-gcl* (0.965). This transitivity effect, depicted in Figure 7, suggests a high confidence in the predicted links *fis-rpsF* and *allS-gcl*.

In addition to a better inference of true edges, these results indicate a promising predictive power for BRANE Clust.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Links</th>
<th>Co-O</th>
<th>Co-E</th>
<th>Co-M</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>CS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>glcc-mhpR</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhaR-rhaT</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>galS-mglA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ybgG-deoR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4 Discussions

BRANE Clust results exhibit significant improvements in terms of objective metric (AUPR) and biological interpretation including novel insights in predictions.

On the one hand, in the manner of other methods primarily aimed at inference (e.g. SIMoNe [18]), BRANE Clust improves network construction with gene clustering information. The resulting partitioning being only a secondary product, its evaluation and
Figure 6. Network built using BRANE Clust on GENIE3 weights and containing 236 edges. Large dark gray nodes refers to transcription factors (TFs). Inferred edges also reported in the ground truth are colored in black while predictive edges are light gray. Dashed edges correspond to a link inferred by both BRANE Clust and GENIE3 while solid links refer to edges specifically inferred by BRANE Clust.

Figure 7. Interpretation for fis-rpsF (a) and allS-gcl (b) links. Thick edges have significant STRING CS. Normal edges are inferred by BRANE Clust. Genes in operon are embraced in the gray ellipse.

comparison per se is not straightforward. Due to frail inference results for SIMoNe on DREAM4 (with AUPR ten times smaller than those given in Table 1), comparisons — deemed not relevant — are not presented. In addition, graphical models (like SIMoNe) may become extremely costly. Working on gene-to-gene covariance matrices, their $O(G^3)$-type complexity induces computational difficulties on large-sized networks. As in Section 3.3, it should be judicious to compare the 236-edge network inferred by SIMoNe to the one obtained with BRANE Clust from the third dataset of DREAM5. The resulting clustering of SIMoNe and BRANE Clust may also be analyzed. Unfortunately, with our computational capabilities, SIMoNe failed to return a 236-edge network and the underlying estimated clustering. These limitations did not allow us to pursue the comparison.

On the other hand, WGCNA determines a clustering from a correlation network [24]. Its correlation values are often concentrated in an extremely small interval close to 1. Hence, neither classical nor improved thresholding (e.g. BRANE Clust) is well suited to inference. However, clusters may be more informative — although in a different way — than the network itself. BRANE Clust clustering is compared with WGCNA and X-means clustering [35]. The latter, an extension to K-means [36], [37] with an optimal number of classes, is not specific to biological applications, yet was used recently [38], [39] in this context. Partitions are graded pair-wise, using the Variation of Information (VI) [40], a metric closely related to mutual information. It indicates the closeness of clustering: identical partitioning yields null VI. Our modules (genes arranged around TFs) differ from those in WGCNA or X-means. WGCNA provides 18 modules, X-means 17 clusters, and 322 for BRANE Clust partitioning according to Section 3.3. Hence, we expect a poor pairwise overlap, confirmed in Figure 8 with significantly non-null VI measures.

However, with a closer number of clusters, WGCNA and X-means surprisingly exhibit the largest
VI (4.21), thus the least similarity. The best partition overlap (2.82) is observed between WGCNA and BRANE Clust, despite the gap in cluster amount. An external validation with biologically-sound groups of genes from a validated database may be more pertinent. It is built from operons identified in RegulonDB [41]. This primary database for transcriptional regulation in *Escherichia coli* K-12 contains manually curated knowledge from original scientific publications. All significant operons, containing at least 5 genes, compose the ground truth. It splits a subset of 803 genes into 123 groups. We compare this partitioning to those of BRANE Clust, WGCNA and X-means on the same gene subset in Table 4. A smaller VI (higher similarity) is found for BRANE Clust, suggesting that its partitioning is higher in terms of operon structure.

Table 4
External clustering/operon evaluation: VI measures for BRANE Clust, WGCNA and X-means vs RegulonDB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BRANE Clust</th>
<th>WGCNA</th>
<th>X-means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of clusters</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI (vs RegulonDB)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CONCLUSIONS

We propose a GRN post-processing tool for classical network thresholding refinement. From a complete weighted network (obtained from any network inference method) BRANE Clust favors edges both having higher weights (as in standard thresholding) and linking nodes belonging to a same cluster. It relies on an optimization procedure. It computes an optimal gene clustering (random walker algorithm) and an optimal edge selection jointly. The introduction of a clustering step in the edge selection process improves gene regulatory network inference. This is demonstrated on both synthetic (five networks of DREAM4 and network 1 of DREAM5) and real (network 3 of DREAM5) data. These conclusions are drawn after comparing classical thresholding on CLR and GENIE3 networks to our proposed post-processing. Significant improvements in terms of Area Under Precision-Recall curve are obtained. The predictive power on real data yields promising results: predicted links specific to BRANE Clust reveal plausible biological interpretation. GRN approaches that produce a complete weighted network to prune could benefit from BRANE Clust post-processing.

In this work, the inference is driven by the clustering, but the graph inference does not influence the clustering. Although the number of clusters is not directly biologically relevant, it may carry useful information in terms of co-expressed groups of genes. The design of novel cluster merging strategies to obtain more relevant gene groupings and networks thus provides a future perspective.
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